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Leader Eligibility Policy Revision 
Cindy Garrison, Interim LAD Director !

In March 2014, the La Leche League International (LLLI) Board of Directors 
revised the wording of the Leader eligibility policy, deleting the second sentence 
which said, “Since an LLL Leader is a mother who has breastfed a baby, a man 
cannot become an LLL Leader.”  The rationale accompanying the action stated 
that the change was to bring the policy into alignment with the LLLI Bylaws, yet 
many Leaders have interpreted this as La Leche League opening up leadership to 
men.  I have answered several letters related to this policy change.  To add clarity 
to this decision and what it means to LLL, I would like to share with you some 
questions raised and my responses. !

Does this change the prerequisites?  Can men now apply for LLL leadership?  !
No, the criteria remain unchanged:  Breastfeeding men can apply, but only if they meet the “LLLI 
Prerequisites to Applying for Leadership” which are part of the “Criteria for Leader Accreditation” in Appendix 
18, the LLLI Policies and Standing Rules Notebook.  Any Leader Applicant is required to meet the personal 
breastfeeding experience prerequisite of having nursed at least nine months at the time of application and 
continued to breastfeed for at least a year by the time of accreditation.  The change in the policy helps LLLI meet 
the governmental discrimination laws in several countries and brings the policy into agreement with the LLLI 
Bylaws. !
Why did the Board delete that sentence?  Can any man become a Leader? !
No, both the prerequisites for application to be a Leader and the 
criteria for accreditation are unchanged:  Deleting the statement “a man 
cannot become an LLL Leader” does not mean that LLL now automatically offers 
leadership to men.  Any Applicant would have to meet all the criteria to become a 
Leader.   !
There are many ways men and women support LLL without being Leaders.  Some 
men who avidly support LLL because of the positive experience their partners have 
found in a La Leche League Group may feel moved to consider being a Leader 
themselves.  However, unless they have personal breastfeeding experience, they 
will not be able to apply. !
Here are various scenarios where a person who identifies as a man might want to 
apply: !
• A man, as referred to above, who is passionate about LLL and its philosophy—Belief in the philosophy and 

valuing breastfeeding is not enough; all the prerequsites, including the personal breastfeeding experience 
prerequisite, must still be met. !

• A man who is the primary caretaker while his partner is employed outside the home, who was the labor coach 
and present for the entire labor and birth of the baby, who practices baby wearing and co-sleeping, and who 
practices close positioning for offering his partner’s expressed milk to their baby—Adopting the mannerisms 
and common practices usually performed as part of mothering does not make a person a mother, nor does it meet 
the criteria for becoming a Leader. !

• A woman who has identified herself as a man, dresses as a man but still has a uterus, decides she would like a 
child, becomes pregnant and nurses in a manner that agrees with and reflects LLL philosophy completely, even if 
there is a need for supplemental feedings using a supplemental feeder at the chest due to lack of complete breast 
tissue—In this scenario the person could possibly apply for leadership, with acceptance of the application being 
contingent on the rest of the person’s ability to meet the criteria for leadership, because the person is physically 
the mother, as well as serving as the mother in the baby’s feeding and parenting, even if the parent may 
intrinsically identify as a male.
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Would the person in the last example be accredited? !
Not without meeting leadership criteria:  Not every woman who applies for leadership meets the criteria or 
completes the application work.  Anyone who identifies as a male and asks to apply would not be treated under 
any different criteria. !

Is LLL saying that mothers and fathers are equivalent? !
No, that is not the intent of the change:  The Board has stated they 
have no plans to change the concept on the father’s role or any other 
aspect of the philosophy.  The role of the baby’s mother remains 
unchanged and is consistent with LLL philosophy as expressed in the 
mission, concepts, and policies.  LLL continues to support mothers as 
they breastfeed their babies and fathers in their role. !
Does the change impact “mothering through breastfeeding”?  
Does this mean that LLL is no longer a women’s organization? !
LLL is an organization that promotes mothering through 
breastfeeding:  None of the concepts have changed.  What has 
changed is that one policy that had a statement which put LLLI at odds 
with its own Bylaws and with governmental laws in many countries.  
The statement removed was originally added to the policy at a time 
when the LLLI Board had considered adding a pathway for men to take 
a leadership role.  The Board then realized that they had neither the time 
nor the resources to develop a new type of leadership pathway and chose 
to add the statement excluding men that was removed at the March 2014 

Board meeting.  Its removal does not automatically mean that LLL is offering leadership to all men.  !
Does the revision impact the policy about mother and baby together early and often?  !
LLL philosophy remains the same, and LLL fully 
supports mothers:  LLL still encourages the concept of mother 
and baby being placed together as soon as possible after birth so 
that breastfeeding can be initiated quickly, taking advantage of the 
mother and baby’s readiness to be close, snuggling and feeding at 
the breast.  Breastfeeding is the natural progression of birthing.  It 
is also a key element of the Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative 
(BFHI), which LLL fully supports.  Many of the ten steps of BFHI 
closely mirror LLL philosophy. !
Is the mother-baby relationship still important to LLL? !
Yes, this remains important to LLL:  LLL believes that a 
baby has an intense need for his mother’s presence that is as intense 
as his need for food.  This is a key part of becoming a Leader.  The 
Leader Accreditation Department (LAD) has extensive dialogue 
with candidates interested in becoming a Leader to be sure that 
they understand the concepts and demonstrate how they are 
reflected in their life choices.  If a mother has returned to 
employment, the dialogue centers on how the mother recognizes 
her baby’s readiness for the separation.  This relationship is not just 
important in the first days or weeks, it continues throughout the 
early years, even as it changes with baby’s maturity and ability to 
handle the understanding that his mother can be absent for growing 
amounts of time and life will be okay. 
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The change devalues the mother’s role, which also devalues the father’s role, right?  !
LLL earnestly believes that, just as mothers have value, so do fathers:  LLL recognizes the important 
role of fathers and has kept the policy on the importance of fathers, even at a time where there are women being 
accredited without a male presence in the home.  These women dialogue about the important role fathers play and 
how they find support and provide male role models for their child through grandfathers, uncles, or other male 
figures.  Mothers can be accredited because they meet the criteria, and having a husband or the baby’s father 
present is not part of that. !
If you have further questions regarding the impact this policy change may have on Leader eligibility, please 
contact your LAD support person. !
Cindy Garrison is currently serving as Interim Director of the LAD after completing two terms on the LLLI Board 
of Directors and holding the position of Co-Chair the last three years.  Cindy’s previous experience in the LAD 
includes the position of Associate Director for Regional Administrators of Leader Accreditation.  She lives in 
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA, and is a Leader with the first LLL Group she attended.  She and her husband, 
Dave, have three grown sons and seven grandchildren ranging from 1 to 18 years of age.

The Joy of SARs:  Why Do We Report? 
Alison Parkes, Coordinator of Leader Accreditation, LLL Great Britain !

How on earth can it be a joy to complete our Semi-Annual Reports (SARs)?  For some 
of us, it may feel like a burden to be reminded twice a year that we need to add up 
numbers of Leader Applicants and record statistics.  Yet because of the colourful human 
story behind each number, our SARs are a valuable reminder of the importance of what 
we accomplish in working with Leader Applicants. !
Finding colour behind statistics! 
It helps to look at the numbers and recall who is behind them:   !
• The isolated Leader Applicant, mothering three children, no LLL Group nearby, 
passionate about starting an LLL Group so others won’t have to struggle in the way she did to obtain breastfeeding 
support.  
• The Applicant who has reluctantly decided to withdraw her application, now that the reality of mothering baby 
twins, along with two other children, has set in. 
• The Applicant who will join a team of Group Leaders committed to leading meetings at different times and in 
different areas of their community, trying to reach underserved groups of mothers.  
• The newly accredited Leader who is eager to take helping calls and hold her first LLL meeting.  
• The Applicant who planned to combine leadership with working, yet has found she can’t do “everything” and 
needs to devote more time to mothering. !
So each number we record in our SARs represents a real, human story; it is likely to be a story of determination, 
and may also represent achievement or disappointment.   !
Length of applications !
• “Mean”:  In months, add up the length of completed applications and divide by the number of new Leaders.   !
• “Mode”:  Identify the most frequently occurring number of months of completed applications.  !
• “Median”:  Arrange all the numbers from lowest to highest and pick the middle one. !
If you aren’t sure which method to use to calculate your length of applications, or if you have any other questions, 
contact your LAD support person to discuss them with her.
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“Withdrawal” or “discontinuation”? 
“Withdrawal” occurs when the Applicant realises that she is not 
doing the necessary work and decides to terminate her application.  
“Discontinuation” occurs when the Applicant fails to respond after 
making no progress for at least six months, and the LAD 
representative terminates the application for lack of communication. 
Withdrawals and discontinuations are a part of the overall picture of 
our SARs, yet each one represents a mother who is passionate about 
breastfeeding and will do her best to support breastfeeding, in 
whatever way she can. !
The value of reporting on time 
For a variety of reasons, some LAD representatives’ SARs are 
delayed at every reporting time.  If you are squirming 
uncomfortably as you read this, it might be helpful to plan how you 
could submit your next SAR on time.  With the October SAR soon 

coming up, we hope this article will be a timely reminder of how you can help your LAD support person as well 
as contribute to the overall picture of LLL around the world.  !
Suggested timetable 
Here is a suggested timetable for preparing the CLA SAR at the end of each 
reporting period: 
•Early October/April, remind Area ACLAs that SARs will soon be coming 

up. 
• November 1/May 1, ACLA SARs are due to the CLA. 
  Obtain the total numbers of Area Leaders and Groups to include on the 
  CLA SAR.   
• November 15/May 15, CLA SAR is due to the R/ALA.   
• December 1/June 1, R/ALA SARs due. !
ACLAs-at-Large 
Some ACLAs work with Leader Applicants outside their Area.  If you are one of those ACLAs, thank you for 
taking on this additional role.  Please be sure to submit a separate ACLA-at-Large SAR with the statistics 
information to the CLA for the Applicant’s Area. !

Network of LAD support 
When a LAD representative submits her SAR, she is informing her 
support person about her work.  This is one way in which we remain 
accountable to one another, and is also an avenue for receiving 
support.  It provides an opportunity for us to consider our goals, such 
as whether we would like to take on other LAD responsibilities, write 
articles, offer workshop sessions, or take on more applications—or 
fewer. !
If for any reason you are feeling overwhelmed by your LAD work, 
contact your LAD support person and let her know.  We always try to 
make SARs a “two-way street” of reporting.  And once LAD Council 
collects all of the statistics, we make sure to share these with everyone 
in LAD so that they can see the “bigger picture” of how LAD is 
doing. !
Submitting your SAR is an important way that you contribute to LLL, 
allow your LAD support person to affirm what you are accomplishing, 

and experience the international aspect of our department.  Please join me in finding your own joy of SARs! !
Alison Parkes lives in England, Great Britain (GB), and appreciates being a part of LAD GB and a member of the 
LADders team.  She and her husband, Robert, enjoy jazz, theatre and family times with their three grown-up 
children. 
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!
LAD Statistics 

Semi-Annual Report: Compilation 
16 Oct 2013 - 15 Apr 2014 

LAD Council 

•! The information from the previous SAR is indicated in parentheses. 
•! Southern California/Nevada was previously included in US West. 

 
Affiliates 

 
Leaders Groups Applicants New 

Applications 
Discontinued 
Applications 

Accreditations 

Canada English 400 
(399) 

168 
(178) 

103 
(156) 

36 
(28) 

17 
(8) 

32 
(20) 

Canada French 84 
(95) 

21 
(22) 

15 
(18) 

2 
(3) 

5 
(2) 

0 
(1) 

Great Britain 260 
(255) 

85 
(80) 

146 
(146) 

35 
(27) 

13 
(6) 

16 
(9) 

New Zealand 138 
(155) 

49 
(42) 

58 
(55) 

11 
(17) 

0 
(7) 

5 
(5) 

Subtotal 882 
(904) 

323 
(322) 

322 
(375) 

84 
(75) 

35 
(23) 

53 
(35) 

Non-USA Area 
Networks 

 
Leaders 

 
Groups 

 
Applicants 

New 
Applications 

Discontinued 
Applications 

 
Accreditations 

Europe (EAN) 1,222 
(1,183) 

478 
(564) 

356 
(383) 

102 
(83) 

37 
(23) 

47 
(45) 

 
 

International 
(IAN) 

Africa 
Asia 

Middle 
East 

 
303 

(276) 

 
136 

(136) 

 
62 

(70) 

 
14 

(19) 

 
5 

(3) 

 
14 

(11) 

Latin 
America 

272 
(249) 

129 
(128) 

82 
(83) 

10 
(7) 

4 
(4) 

10 
(11) 

Subtotal 1,797 
(1,708) 

743 
(828) 

500 
(536) 

126 
(109) 

46 
(30) 

71 
(67) 

USA Area Networks  Leaders Groups Applicants New 
Applications 

Discontinued 
Applications 

Accreditations 

Alliance 1,930 
(2,059) 

620 
(645) 

316 
(329) 

131 
(110) 

63 
(49) 

88 
(101) 

Garden State 115 
(110) 

31 
(31) 

11 
(13) 

7 
(2) 

3 
(2) 

6 
(5) 

Mosaic 310 
(230) 

117 
(77) 

50 
(36) 

25 
(10) 

10 
(0) 

8 
(7) 

Southern 
California/Nevada 

142 65 9 2 1 7 

Texas 179 
(173) 

65 
(66) 

39 
(24) 

15 
(15) 

15 
(8) 

8 
(8) 

US West 871 
(1,134) 

328 
(439) 

160 
(199) 

77 
(78) 

38 
(27) 

42 
(39) 

Subtotal 3,547 
(3,706) 

1,226 
(1,258) 

585 
(601) 

257 
(215) 

130 
(86) 

159 
(160) 

LLLI Total 6,226 
(6,318) 

2,292 
(2,408) 

1,407 
(1,512) 

467 
(399) 

211 
(139) 

283 
(262) 
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Comparison of Four Reporting Periods 
LAD Council 

•! Affiliates:  Canada English, Canada French, Great Britain, New Zealand 
•! Non-USA ANs:  European AN (Area Network), International AN 

Leaders 
 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 

Affiliates 890 898 904 882 
Non-USA ANs 1,769 1,847 1,708 1,797 

USA ANs 3,720 3,634 3,706 3,547 
Total 6,379 6,379 6,318 6,226 

 
Groups 

 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 
Affiliates 332 325 322 323 

Non-USA ANs 812 826 828 743 
USA ANs 1,192 1,225 1,258 1,226 

Total 2,336  2,376,  2,408 2,292 
 
Applicants 

 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 
Affiliates 371 373 375 322 

Non-USA ANs 417 496 536 500 
USA ANs 642 637 601 585 

Total 1,430 1,506 1,512 1,407 
 
New Applications 

 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 
Affiliates 102 110 75 84 

Non-USA ANs 88 118 109 126 
USA ANs 238 263 215 257 

Total 428 491 399 467 
 
Discontinued Applications 

 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 
Affiliates 20 31 23 35 

Non-USA ANs 49 44 30 46 
USA ANs 111 74 86 130 

Total 180 149 139 211 
 
Accreditations 

 Oct 2012 Apr 2013 Oct 2013 Apr 2014 
Affiliates 43 44 35 53 

Non-USA ANs 61 60 67 71 
USA ANs 167 187 160 159 

Total 271 291 262 283 
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!
What Does “Confidentiality” Really Mean? !

Karin Gausman, Regional Administrator of Leader Accreditation, 
LLL Alliance for Breastfeeding Education, USA !!

Confide:    Entrust. 
Confidentiality:  Specific manner of treating entrusted information. 
Context:    Understanding within which an individual offers and accepts information.  
Intent:                Purpose an individual has in providing  
   information.  !!
Confidentiality is part of a Leader’s work. Other people entrust us with 
personal information that becomes ours to use only in ways that will benefit 
them. LAD work is “extended” Leader work, and confidentiality expands 
along with our role. A basic premise of our work is that applications and 
correspondence related to an application are kept confidential. Just as a mother 
entrusts information when she calls for help, Applicants and Leaders give us 
information in a context and with a specific purpose. The context and purpose 
of our work is to accredit Leaders who have the experience, knowledge, and 
skills they will need to do their job with confidence and pleasure.  !
Application Correspondence 
The Leader and the Applicant send their comments to the LAD representative. 
We need permission to relate personal information from one to the other.  !
Within LAD 
We provide information to others when it would be helpful to the Applicant. We consult or refer applications to 
our support people to take advantage of broader experience. We do not discuss specific applications with our peers 
in LAD, on LADialogue, etc. When another LAD representative confides in us, we do not pass on her comments 
to other Leaders in LAD or LLL. A LAD representative might consult her direct support person, who treats the 
information with respect. If you think another LAD person has summed up a situation well, ask for her permission 
before quoting what she said or wrote. It is also respectful to ask for permission when you want to paraphrase 
another person’s comments if you disclose the writer’s name. !

Outside the LAD 
Imagine a scene like this: A recently accredited Leader is having a difficult 
time with a certain issue, or other Leaders have a problem working with her. 
The Leader has asked her support person (District Advisor, District 
Coordinator, Area Coordinator of Leaders (ACL), etc.) to help. The ACL sees 
you at a workshop and asks, Can you give me some background information 
about this? Was this discussed during her application? What would you do? !
Confidentiality is an outgrowth of our respect for others, including Applicants 
and Leaders who write to us. The purpose of our work is to help mothers 
prepare for leadership. Information is entrusted to us in order to contribute to 
this work. Before you respond to the person at the workshop, consider 
whether you would be showing respect for the former Applicant; reflect on 
the purpose for which the information was originally given.  !
Another aspect to consider is whether the information from the application is 
going to have any value to the current situation. In dealing with an issue in the 

Area, past history is not as pertinent as current information, especially if it was secondhand. Who is the original 
“owner” of the information? She is the one who is entitled to decide who should read it. Suggest that the ACL 
gather the information which relates to the current situation. What actions or comments have caused a concern? 
Who is involved in the current situation? Those are the people who need to address the current issue. 
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During orientation to LAD work, we talk about developing and maintaining a professional attitude. 
Confidentiality is part of that approach to our work. We may need to remind ourselves from time to time, 
especially if we have been in the LAD for a long time, that showing this respect for the personal information 
entrusted to us is a critical part of our work.  !

* Editor’s note: This article was inspired by the rich heritage from earlier LAD authors.  !
Karin Gausman has been a Leader for 39 years and she lives in Loveland, Colorado, USA, with her husband, 
Jim, and Emmy, an adopted Shih Tzu from the animal shelter.  They have three grown children, Quinn, Benj, and 
Pete, and four grandchildren, aged 9-18: Alana, Sam, Max, and Camille Kay.  Karin joined the LAD 25 years 
ago and served as the LAD Director together with Alison Parkes for five years until 2010 March.   

!
Remembering Lone Roe !

A very dear friend and Leader of La Leche League of Ireland passed away 
this summer just short of her 57th birthday. Originally from Denmark, Lone 
Roe (pronounced “low-na”) was very proud of her Danish heritage. She was 
an active Leader for almost twenty years and a member of our LAD team 
when she was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease last year. She 
continued with her LLL work as long as she was able.   !
At her funeral, Lone’s husband, Joe, paid a lovely tribute to her. He spoke 
about how they met and the life they shared together raising their three 
children, Matthew, Kirsten and Niamh, now in their late teens to early 
twenties. Lone was a very creative person; she could paint, sew, cook, garden 
and do all sorts of crafts. We were pleasantly surprised to hear him mention 
LLL at some length in Lone’s eulogy. He talked about what a wonderful 
organisation we are and what a difference we make to the lives of mothers 
and babies. La Leche League was a huge part of her life and her family was 
very proud of her for devoting so 
much of her life to it.   !

Lone was CLA for Ireland from 2006-2009 and was an ACLA for 
many years before that. She was one of the Leaders who got me 
involved in LAD and it was Lone who passed over the positon of 
CLA to me when I took on the role. I remember her kindness and 
warmth as she welcomed Paul, my four-year-old son and me to her 
house to hand over LAD material and explain in detail about the 
CLA role. We took frequent breaks to entertain Paul with her 
friendly dog, to take walks in her garden and she made us lunch. She 
was very clear in her description of her LAD work, but was sure to 
let me know that I would find my own way and that I needn’t do 
things just as she did. LAD was very close to her heart and when she 
stepped down as CLA she continued working with Applicants as an 
ACLA. We could always depend on Lone to speak at our Leader 
Applicant Workshops. The last session she presented was in January 
2013 entitled “LLL Philosophy, Our Greatest Strength.” I remember 
seeing the “light bulb moment” in several of the Applicants’ faces as 
she got them to talk about why they came to LLL, why they stayed 
and how LLL is about more than just breastfeeding. She really 
brought home how we are different from any other breastfeeding 
support groups or organisations out there and the Applicants said 
afterwards how they felt even more pride going on to represent La 
Leche League. 

From left: Jan Cromie, ACL for Ireland, Margaret 
holding Paul (2 ¾ yrs, now 9) and Lone taking a 
break from the 2008 European Management 
Symposium in Assisi, Italy.

LONE ROE 
12th July, 1957-19th June, 2014
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Lone was especially passionate about mother/baby togetherness.  This is evident when I look back over the SARs 
she submitted.  In answering the question “What challenges, concerns, questions and ideas would you like LAD 
International to work on?” Lone wrote “To continue to keep LLL Philosophy to the fore in our LLL work on all 
levels and to continue to promote Mother/Baby Togetherness in the early years (not months) in LLL as it is central 
to the mother/baby bond/welfare and continued breastfeeding.” !
The heading on the programme for Lone’s funeral service read “A Service of Thanksgiving celebrating the life of 
Lone Roe” and it really was that—a celebration of her life.  Her parents and other family were there from 
Denmark and the church was full of people who had known Lone.  La Leche League Leaders, both active and 
retired came and we wore blue scarves in her honour.  We lined each side of the steps as she was carried into and 
out of the church.  There were lots of mothers, some with babies in slings or in arms and a few toddlers which led 
to the usual baby noises, which Lone would have loved.  A wee bird even came into the church to fly about during 
the service which was very fitting, as Lone was very in tune with nature.  We all miss her. !

 Margaret McGuigan, 
CLA, La Leche League of Ireland 

Here is an extract from an ACLA, written to her supporting CLA, about an Applicant.  Thank you to the LAD 
representatives who submitted their responses.  There is no single right answer.  Sharing possible approaches can 
help us consider how we might choose to respond. 

!!
How Would You Respond

Dear Cathy CLA, !
I was really excited to start working with Bella on her application 
for leadership, but now I’m rather worried about her 
communication skills.  We had a Skype call yesterday, and Bella 
told me that she can’t understand why any mother would give her 
baby formula.  She also told me that she and her sister-in-law 
aren’t speaking to one another, and this seems to be because of 
Bella’s strong views.  Please can you suggest how I should handle 
this?   !

          Amy ACLA
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Sample Responses !!
Dear Amy ACLA, 
  
Thank you for sharing your concerns about Bella.  Your Skype call with her has given you a sense for her 
communication style and skills that may not have come through in her writing.  Do I remember correctly that her 
supporting Leader, Lucy, did not mention this as a concern in her Leader Recommendation?  Because Lucy is 
supporting Bella’s application and in direct contact with her, asking Lucy to describe her observations of Bella’s 
communication skills may be a good place to start.   
  
Lucy, as Bella’s Leader, may talk with her directly about how we, as Leaders, are accepting of all mothers’ 
decisions, even if they are not the decisions we would make.  She can explain that acceptance does not mean 
agreement, but it does mean respect and that communicating respect is key.  Mothers need to feel respected in 
order to be receptive to our support and help with breastfeeding.  Lucy may ask you to help her in finding a way to 
approach this discussion with Bella in a positive way. 
  
Application time is for learning, and communication skills are a big part of preparation for leadership.  Is there a 
Communication Skills Workshop available where Bella lives?  If so, encouraging her to attend would be very 
beneficial.  Also, our LAD exercises may be helpful.  I am attaching the Listening Exercise and the Bias Exercise 
to this email.  They may also be found on http://www.lllalliance.org/top-lad-page/ (password: 4LADreps).  How 
would you feel about letting Lucy know that these are available and that they may be used as part of Bella’s 
application? 
  
Staying in close contact with Lucy as Bella progresses in her application will be very important.  Please keep me 
updated as well.  I appreciate your sensitivity to this situation and I am happy to help you in any 
way I can.  Thank you for all that you do in LAD! !

Cathy CLA 
       (Darlene Utzinger, USA) !!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ !!
Dear Amy ACLA, !
I remember reading about Bella’s passion for breastfeeding in the Leader Recommendation.  When an Applicant 
or Leader comes across as overzealous about breastfeeding, it can close the doors to communication rather than 
keeping them open, so it’s good that you’ve recognised this so early in Bella’s application.  !
I’d be interested first of all to hear about your ideas for how to handle this.  Do you think it would help to simply 
spend time talking to Bella about how she sees this?  I imagine she would prefer to be on speaking terms with her 
sister-in-law, and she would probably agree that it would not be helpful to upset a mother who calls for help or 
who attends an LLL meeting.  Perhaps Bella herself has ideas about what she could work on to improve her 
support skills, and this would give you a starting point for her to develop the skills she needs.   !
Bella might also find it helpful to think about the Group Dynamics situation, “I bottle fed my first baby because of 
jaundice and I really want to nurse this baby, but you’re making me feel like a rotten mother.” !
Let me know how things go and if I can support you further at any time. !

 Cathy CLA 
       (Alison Parkes, Great Britain) !

        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Dear Amy ACLA,!!
How nice that you are getting ready to begin working with another new Leader Applicant.  It’s interesting that you 
and Bella were able to Skype and see one another and to “read” one another’s body language.  It does sound as 
though some of what she said gave you something to think about.  What made you think that she has “strong 
views” in the sister-in-law story?  If Bella said this about herself, maybe you could use this as a way to talk about 
the fact that many of us in LLL do have strong views about many topics relating to breastfeeding and babies, but 
that as Leaders we need to learn to share information with mothers, not our opinions, and to let the mothers form 
their own opinions.  You might then segue into her comment about mothers giving formula, and ask her to think 
about and then share with you some examples of when and why some mothers might do so. !
Have you considered sharing the Bias Exercise with Bella?  This would allow her to examine one of her own 
“strong views” in light of another’s perspective.  Another idea would be for her to do the Listening Exercise, as 
she would need to listen at a meeting rather than sharing her own ideas.  If you ask her to do these, you can tell her 
that you will let Lucy Leader know about it. !
Did Lucy mention anything about this on her Leader Recommendation?  If she did, you could ask her for more 
information about whatever she wrote.  If she didn’t, you could let her know that you have asked Bella to do either 
or both of the exercises I mentioned above and ask for her input on what Bella learned from them. !
Leader Applicants often come with strong views, Amy, and one of the things that we can help them with during 
their application is to learn how to hold on to them without influencing other mothers. Let me 
know if there is more I can help you with. !

Cathy CLA 
       (Joan Crothers, USA) !

New Extract

Dear Cathy CLA, !
A mother in my Group approached me about leadership.  She meets most 
of the prerequisites; however, she has told me that her partner is another 
woman.  I didn’t think we could accredit a mother who has no 
experience with a baby’s father. Can she apply for leadership?  I’m 
confused about how this works with the fathering concept. !

SincereLLLy, 
Lucy Leader 

How would you respond?  Send your ideas for a reply or an extract you would like to share with 
other LAD representatives to Alison Parkes, Contributing Editor, at: 
Rnparkes.family@ntlworld.com
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!

!

A Taste of LAD International

         Margaret McGuigan, Ireland !!!!!
I am married to Michael and we have five sons.  Patrick is 22, Johnathan is 
20, Philip is 15, David just turned 13 and Paul just turned 9.  I discovered La 
Leche League when Johnathan was 15 months old.  We live in a rural part of 
Ireland, about 5 miles from the nearest town.  We are close to the border 
with Northern Ireland, so only about an hour from Dublin in one direction 
and about an hour from Belfast in the other.  When Patrick was 3 years old 
and Johnathan was 15 months old, there were no meetings near me, but I 
heard about the LLL Ireland Conference.  It was over 3 hours away but I 
went along just to meet other breastfeeding mothers.  It was wonderful!  !
For a while I thought that my involvement with LLL was of most benefit to 
Johnathan, because I learned about natural weaning with him, but I 
discovered that it meant so much to all of my children because it went far 
beyond breastfeeding.  Even my eldest, Patrick, who was no longer nursing, 
benefited (and continues to benefit, as they all do) from what I learned about 
meeting babies’ and children’s needs.   !
I began attending meetings 1½ hours away and learned all about mothering through breastfeeding, which was 
what I had been doing anyway.  Now I had women to talk with who understood how important this was to me!  I 
became a Leader a year later and started my own local LLL Group.  We are still going strong, 18 years later, and I 
now have two co-Leaders.  We even started a second set of monthly meetings last year (in the morning as opposed 
to the evening meetings) and they have proven really popular.  We also “gave birth” to a nearby Group.  After 
seven years of being a Lone Leader, my first co-Leader joined me.  She lives 20 miles away and after a year with 
me went on to start her own Group, which she now co-leads.  Isn’t it lovely the way LLL spreads around the 
world like this?   !
After doing public relations work for LLL Ireland for a few years, I joined LAD in 2005, first as an ACLA and 
then CLA.  In July I became the new co-Administrator of Leader Accreditation for Europe, supporting CLAs in 
some of the European Areas.  I really enjoy LAD work.  It is such a privilege to correspond with women about 
their mothering and breastfeeding journeys.  For many mothers this is the first time they have thought about 
having a personal philosophy on motherhood and breastfeeding and it is a real joy for me to read their writing as 
they put their feelings into words.   !
I’ve been to the European Management Symposium (EMS) four times and thoroughly enjoyed them.  I love to 
travel, so having an opportunity to go to the Netherlands, Italy and Germany and combine it with La Leche 
League work was one I jumped at.  I was able to bring my youngest baby to each one until two years ago when 
they were old enough to spend a few days without me and were happier at home.  Being in one place and meeting 
Leaders from all around the world, hearing what breastfeeding is like in different cultures and the challenges that 
Leaders have in their countries is a unique opportunity.  It brings to life how truly international our organisation 
is.   If you ever get the chance to go, don’t pass it up! !
I can’t imagine what my life would have been like without LLL. 

From left: Johnathan (20), Philip (15), Paul 
(9), Margaret, Patrick (22) and David (13)
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Елена Гвоздейкова (Elena Gvozdeykova), Bulgaria !! !!!
* English translation follows !

Казвам се Елена Гвоздейкова. Партньорът ми се казва Иван и сме 
заедно от 13 години. Имаме една дъщеря – Станимира, която през 
септември навърши 7 години. Родена съм в Стара Загора. Живяла съм 
и съм учила в Сливен и София, а сега с партньора и дъщеря ми 
живеем в Сливен. По професия съм компютърен специалист. Също 
така съм и инструктор по алпинизъм и катерене. В свободното си 
време се занимавам с различни дейности сред природата - катерене, 
спелеология, езда и туризъм. !
За съществуването на Ла Лече Лига разбрах около месец след като се 
роди дъщеря ми. Тогава, сблъсквайки се с различни проблеми 
свързани с кърменето, намерих много полезна информация в блога на 
единствения тогава ЛЛЛ Лидер в България – Таня Русева. Задавах 
въпроси в блога и получавах отговори. Бях много впечатлена от 
информацията, която тя предоставяше и подкрепата, която оказваше 
на всички. Всичко, което прочитах ми изглеждаше толкова 
естествено и близко до мен. Имах огромно желание да посетя ЛЛЛ 
среща, но единствената ЛЛЛ група беше в Пловдив – на 180 км от 
града, в който живеех. Обстоятелствата така се стекоха, че след като 
дъщеря ми навърши 1 година се преместихме да живеем в 
Пазарджик, който се намира само на 38 км от Пловдив и аз започнах 
да посещавам редовно срещите. !

През лятото на 2009 година, Таня ме попита дали се интересувам от Лидерство. С нея обсъдихме 
кандидатстването и аз реших да опитам. Работих заедно с Лесли Робинсън и Таня Русева. В края на май 
2010 година бях акредитирана като Ла Лече Лига Лидер. Провеждах ЛЛЛ срещи в Пазарджик и Сливен, 
предоставях информация и подкрепа на майките он-лайн, по телефон и е-мейл. !
През 2011 бях решила да започна и своята ориентация за Департамента по акредитация на Лидери (LAD) с 
Николета Мозинкат, но при мен възникнаха много непредвидени обстоятелства и ми беше невъзможно да 
продължа. Поради нарастващия брой майки, които се интересуваха от Лидерство, през 2013 реших да 
започна отново да работя по своята ориентация. Получих подкрепата на Лидерите тук, както и на Лесли 
Робинсън, с която работих по ориентацията. От 21 май 2014 съм част от Департамента по акредитация на 
Лидери към бъдещите области в Европа (LAD FAiE). !
Ла Лече Лига ми даде увереността, че това което чувствам и искам за детето си е съвсем естествено и 
нормално. Благодаря! !
My partner’s name is Ivan and we have been together 13 years.  We have one daughter, Stanimira, who just turned 
seven.  I was born in Stara Zagora, I have lived and studied in Sliven and Sofia.  Now with my partner and my 
daughter we live in Sliven.  I have a master’s degree in the IT (information technology) area.  I am also an 
instructor of mountaineering and rock climbing.  In my spare time I do other outdoor activities—climbing, caving, 
horseback riding and hiking. !
I learned about La Leche League a month after my daughter was born.  I was faced with various problems related 
to breastfeeding and I found very useful information in a blog by the only LLL Leader in Bulgaria at that time, 
Tanya Ruseva.  I asked questions on the blog and I got answers.  I was very impressed with the information and 
support that Tanya gave to everyone who asked her.  Everything that I was reading seemed so natural and right to 

Ivan and Elena holding 
the hand of Stanimira (7) 
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Good Ideas! !

me.  I had a great desire to visit a Series Meeting, but the only LLL Group was in Plovdiv—180 km from the city 
in which I live.  Circumstances changed after my daughter turned one year and we moved to Pazardzhik, which is 
located only 38 km from Plovdiv and I began to attend the meetings regularly. !
In the summer of 2009 Tanya asked me if I was interested in leadership.  We discussed the application and I 
decided to try.  I worked with Lesley Robinson and Tanya Ruseva.  At the end of May 2010 I was accredited as a 
La Leche League Leader.  I was leading LLL meetings in Pazardzhik and Sliven, providing information and 
support to mothers online, by phone and email. !
In 2011 I decided to start my LAD orientation with Nicoleta Mosincat.  Unfortunately many unforeseen 
circumstances came up and it was impossible to continue.  Due to the increasing number of mothers who were 
interested in leadership, in 2013 I decided to resume work on my orientation.  I received the support of the Leaders 
here and Lesley Robinson, with whom I worked on orientation.  Since May 21, 2014 I am part of the LAD for 
Future Areas in Europe.   !
La Leche League has given me confidence to know that what I feel and want for my daughter is natural and 
normal.  Thank you! 

New Leader!  Let others know about her skills and interests  !
Congratulations! You have accredited a new Leader.  During her application, 
you may have learned that she likes to write, or that she was a bookkeeper, or 
that she enjoys planning events, or that she has an interest in research. If there 
is a skill she has or an interest that she would like to develop, with her 
permission, let the Area Council know. She may be honoured that you noted 
these special aspects about her. You could consider creating an additional 
column on the HARK! form to list the new Leader’s skills and interests. Or 
with the Statement of Commitment you could send the new Leader a 
questionnaire about her talents and interests. Ask her if you can share her 
responses with the Area Council. 

Tips for fitting LAD work into your life  

•! Completing work in small increments within 15-30 minutes at a time can 
help you focus and cross off those pending items on your checklist.   

•! Color-coding or highlighting specific tasks can help them stand out so you 
know what you need to do first.  

•! Working on LAD items during a specific time each day can also help to 
make sure things get done sooner rather than later.  
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!

!

!

!
Congratulations on your appointment! !!!

 Marie Beam   LAD Council Coordinator 
 Erica Croft    CLA, Colorado/Wyoming, USA 
 Marie-Eve Dallaire  ALA, Ligue La Leche, Canada 
 Raissa Larson   CLA, Washington, USA 
 Margaret McGuigan  co-ALA, Europe 
 Lesley Robinson   LAD Council Coordinator 
 Allyson Shames   ALA, LAD West, USA 
 Keshet Spadaccini  ACLA, Connecticut, USA 
 Jessica Tuggle   ACLA, Alabama/Mississippi/Louisiana, USA 

Reminder!
When to Request the Personal History? !

Some supporting Leaders are inclined to suggest that a mother write her personal history before her application 
begins so that it will progress smoothly.  According to Appendix 18, writing the personal history is not a 
prerequisite to applying for leadership.  An Applicant is expected to work on it after her application has started.  
The exception is an isolated candidate for leadership, who may be asked to submit her personal history as part of 
the pre-application dialogue to make sure that she meets the prerequisites.    !
The personal history contains private information.  The only person who is officially entitled to read it is the 
corresponding LAD representative. Some mothers may also choose to ask the supporting Leader to review their 
personal history for clarity and completeness, but this is not a requirement.  
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Photo letters from LAD representatives !
“My Trip”

I attended a local 
breastfeeding supporting 
group in Hualien, Taiwan, 
as an experienced 
breastfeeding mother. This 
breastfeeding supporting 
group is held and sponsored 
by Taiwan Preventive 
Medicine Foundation. 

Local mother with her baby and Shiuh-jane, CLA for Chinese applications. 

Juliet Matthee, CLA for South Africa, and her family.  
From left: Giliomee, Juliet, Sane (9), Anja (12), Karl-Otto (15). 

Our family of five went 
on a three-month 
cycling adventure in 
Europe. We cycled 3,000 
km through nine 
countries, starting and 
ending in Venice, Italy. 
It was a trip of a 
lifetime!
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LADders is a publication by LAD representatives for LAD representatives, designed to offer LAD representatives a place to 
share information and experiences.  © LAD Council 2014

Photographed by Karin in Nancy’s kitchen.   
From left: Toshi, Nancy, Lesley. 

Photographed by Katie McCrimmon, Mary Ann’s 
daughter. From left: Lesley, Karin, Mary Ann, Toshi.   

Karin Gausman, Lesley Robinson and Toshi Jolliffe made two trips this 
summer.  They first spent a few days with Nancy Spahr, a former LAD 
Director in Peru, Indiana, USA.  After that, they went to see Mary Ann 
Kerwin, Founder in Niwot, Colorado, USA. 
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